The words **pole** and **poll** sound the same, but they have different meanings.

A **pole** is a long, thin rod of wood or metal that is stuck in the ground and props something up.

examples: The highway crew worked to repair a damaged telephone **pole**. We set up each **pole** in the ground so they would support our tent.

A **poll** is a survey, vote, or election.

Examples: An online **poll** showed how more people are eating at local restaurants than chains in our town. When will we know the results of the **poll**?

Write the word **pole** or **poll** in each blank to correctly complete the sentence.

5. Irene voted for her friend, Kirsten, in the student council _________________.

6. Please take a moment to fill out this ________________ with your feedback.

7. The squirrel climbed all the way to the top of the _________________.

8. The tent we rented for our party had a huge ________________ in the center.

9. I was surprised to learn the results of the political _________________.

10. Mrs. Ruskin placed a ________________ in the yard so she could hang her laundry.
The words **pole** and **poll** sound the same, but they have different meanings.

A **pole** is a long, thin rod of wood or metal that is stuck in the ground and props something up.

examples: The highway crew worked to repair a damaged telephone **pole**. We set up each **pole** in the ground so they would support our tent.

A **poll** is a survey, vote, or election.

1. We hoisted the flag onto the flag **pole**.
2. Martin asked for a new fishing **pole** for his birthday.
3. It only takes five minutes to fill out the online **poll**.
4. Will you help me look for my ski **pole**? I can't find it anywhere!
5. Irene voted for her friend, Kirsten, in the student council **poll**.
6. Please take a moment to fill out this **poll** with your feedback.
7. The squirrel climbed all the way to the top of the **pole**.
8. The tent we rented for our party had a huge **pole** in the center.
9. I was surprised to learn the results of the political **poll**.
10. Mrs. Ruskin placed a **pole** in the yard so she could hang her laundry.